
Entry Task
Special Delivery!

Children to discuss the objects 
within our special parcel. Where do 

they think the parcel might have 
been sent from?

What to revisit?
EYFS Understanding the World: children 

know about similarities and differences 
in relation to places. They talk about the 

features of their own immediate 
environment and how environments might 
vary. They make observations of animals 

and plants and can explain why some 
things occur and talk about changes
Geography Y1: aerial view, human and 

physical features, map, 

Big Question
Are all countries the same?

Curriculum Passport Challenge
Children create their own     

samba-style headdress to wear 
during our Samba celebration!

Celebration/Evaluation
Let’s Samba! Perform as part 

of a samba ensemble.

Threads
Exploration, climate, settlement, 

significance, humanity, comparison

Where do we 
live? Do we live 
in a city, town 
or village? How 

do we know?

What are the 
capital cities of 

each of the 
countries in the 
UK? Can I locate 

them?

Can I create my 
own playdoh map of 
the United Kingdom 

and its four countries 
paying attention to 

the characteristics of 
each country?

Can I locate the 
United Kingdom 

on a map? 

Can I name the four 
countries which 
make the United 

Kingdom and 
locate them on a 

map of the UK?

Can I recognise
the Union flag 
and the flags 

of the 
countries of 

the UK?

Can I identify 
seasonal and 
daily weather 
patterns in the 

UK?

What is a 
continent? Whic
h continent do 

we live in? Can I 
locate it on a 

map?

Can I locate 
Brazil 

using maps, gl
obes and 

in atlases?

What is 
the significance

of humans 
deliberately star

ting fires in 
the Amazon?

How does the 
settlement

of Liverpool com
pare to the 

settlement of Rio 
de Janeiro?

What is 
deforestation?

What affect 
does it have on 

humanity?

How does 
the Amazon rainfores
t compare to a forest 
in our locality? What 
is similar / different?

Can I explore the    
physical feature
s of Brazil (Rio)? 

(Amazon 
Rainforest, Mount 

Corcovado) 

Can I 
compare a beach I 

England and a 
beach in Rio using

the correct 
geographical
vocabulary? 

What is similar and
what is different?

Key Vocabulary
As a geographer, I will use… city, town, village, 

United Kingdom, map, country, globe, atlas, 
characteristics, capital city, London,, Edinburgh, 

Cardiff, Belfast, Union flag, continent, Europe, 
South America, location, physical, human, 

compare, locality, beach, forest, cliff, coast, 
forest, hill, mountain, sea, river, soil, valley, 

vegetation, season, house, factory, farm, office, 
port, harbour, shop, deforestation, displacing

DRIVER SUBJECTS IS GEOGRAPHY

Which 
continent 

is Brazil in? 
Can I locate it 

on a map?

What are some 
of the human 

features of 
Brazil (Rio)?

Carnival


